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Abstract

We performed quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) calculations for a model system of excitons and biexcitons in carbon nanotubes (CNTs)

and compared the results with those of a variational approach [T.G. Pedersen, K. Pedersen, H.D. Cornean, P. Duclos, Nano Lett. 5 (2005)

291]. Due to their geometric properties, the shape of a hollow cylinder, CNTs can be treated as 2D objects. With decreasing diameter one

expects them even to exhibit quasi-1D properties. In the present study the biexciton in its ground state is found to be more strongly bound

than estimated before. Biexcitonic complexes are predicted to remain stable for all diameters even at room temperature. The binding

energy grows significantly with decreasing diameter, showing indeed a transition from a quasi-2D system to a quasi-1D system.

r 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Optical excitations in carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have
attracted wide interest, among others, due to the fact that
they are tunable by their physical structure [1]. The reason for
this dependence is twofold: first, one expects a strongly
diameter-dependent excitonic binding energy, since in quasi-
1D systems the binding energy can be larger (indeed infinite
in the 1D limit) than in systems of higher dimensionality [2].
Second, electron and hole effective masses, which determine
the effective Rydberg, depend on the diameter and chirality of
the CNT [3]. So far only the energy of excitons is amenable to
ab initio methods [4], therefore other approaches have to be
chosen for the biexcitonic energy because of the high
computational complexity of the problem. A variational
approach with an effective 1D Coulomb interaction for the
ground state has been presented by [5], whereas we performed
e front matter r 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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an exact quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) calculations and
found energies well below the variational ones.
2. Model of the system

Our model is the standard one concerning few-body
problems in CNTs [6,7]: we assume equal effective particle
masses and treat screening via a static dielectric constant �
[8,9]. The CNT is represented by an infinitely long,
continuous cylinder with diameter D. This is justified by
the fact of their length of some mm vs. diameter of some
nm. The particles constituting a biexciton, two electrons
and two holes, move only on the surface and form a
optically active spin-singlet. Using excitonic Bohr radius
and Rydberg, i.e. a�B ¼ ð�=mÞaB and Ry� ¼ e2=ð2�a�BÞ, where
m is the reduced electron–hole mass, the Hamiltonian reads

H ¼ � 1
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Fig. 1. Biexciton binding energies in effective Rydberg computed with

QMC in comparison with the variational approach of [5]; both vs. CNT

diameter in units of effective Bohr radius. The arrow in the figure marks

the diameter of the NT with the chiral index ð6; 4Þ, which was used in [5]. It

is obvious that the QMC result gives an almost three times higher

biexciton binding energy. Inset: energy of exciton (X) and biexciton (XX)

with respect to the band-gap, Eg ¼ 0.
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The bracket accounts for the kinetic energy of electrons
(1,2) and holes (a; b), the other terms are Coulomb
couplings. The expressions rij are relative distances, written
in cylindrical coordinates ðD ¼ 2R;f; zÞ:

rij ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðD sinðfij=2ÞÞ

2
þ z2ij

q
. (2)

3. Calculational technique

Quite generally one has to calculate the expectation
value of the Hamiltonian with respect to the ground state
in order to obtain its energy hcjHjci ¼ E0. This procedure
will involve a sixfold integral in case of the biexciton even
after separation of coordinates into center-of-mass and
relative motion. For that formidable numerical task Monte
Carlo (MC) integration is a suitable means. At the heart of
such an integration is a statistical distribution r from which
the sample (random) points used for the calculation are
drawn. Still generally speaking, in standard quantum
mechanics the wave function gives such a distribution
jcj2 ¼ r. As the positive and real ground state wave
function c of the biexciton is not known beforehand, we
utilized a statistical process to reach it [10,11]: a Markov
chain of an initially ‘‘time’’-dependent (it is a discrete,
fictitious time used to control the MC simulation)
distribution r ¼ ccG will finally give a stationary distribu-
tion r ¼ cc. cG is a Jastrow-type guide-function. To this
end we represent the wave function c by an ensemble of
walkers; each walker is characterized by the position of the
particles: r1; r2; ra; rb. Starting from a suitable configuration
of walkers we manipulate each of them according to the
rewritten time-dependent Schrödinger equation, which
now has the form of a diffusion equation:

qr
qt
¼

1

4

X
i¼1;2;a;b

ri ri � F ið Þr� ½EL � E�r. (3)

The first term induces a random drift Z
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
dt=2

p
(Z drawn

from a Gaussian with variance one) and a diffusion
governed by the Fokker–Planck force F i ¼ 2=cG ricG of
each walker. Whereas the second term enters a probability
p ¼ exp½�ðEL � EÞdt� deciding on the base of the local
energy EL ¼ HcG=cG if a certain walker survives, spawns
or dies. The energy E is used to keep the population
approximately stable with this definition: E ¼ Eegþ

logNd=N, where Eeg is a value for the energy based on
an educated ‘‘guess’’ which is—in our implementation—the
mean of the so far sampled local energy. Nd represents the
desired number of walkers, N the actual number of
walkers. After a sufficient amount of time steps dt, the
exact wave function will be found. Upon sampling the local
energy EL of each walker from then on and calculating the
mean value, the ground state energy E0 is at hand, too.

As the Fokker–Planck force F i / rcG=cG, one sees two
features of this diffusional process: first, it is directed
towards the maximum of the guide-function; second, its
strength grows the smaller the guide-function becomes.
This means that walkers in regions far away from the
maximum of cG will be driven strongly towards it.
Therefore, it is clear that the spatial manipulation of the
walkers depends heavily on cG which is reasonable, since
we wish the walkers to be in relevant regions of the
configuration space. Up to this point the walkers will
represent the guide-function cG, but we want them to
represent the exact wave function c. Therefore, we employ
another procedure (‘‘branching’’) during which represen-
tative walkers survive or spawn, and all others die
depending on their local energy EL. Since this branching
enters via reformulating the governing Schrödinger equa-
tion, these remaining walkers will represent the exact wave
function that will give the exact ground state energy E0.

4. Results

For the actual calculation we employed the guide-
function cG ¼ expf�2ðr1a þ r2a þ r1b þ r2bÞg. The binding
energy of the biexciton is defined: EXX

b ¼ 2EX � EXX, with
EX as the excitonic and EXX as the biexcitonic energy (inset
Fig. 1). In Fig. 1 we report the exciton and the biexciton to
be bound for all diameters and to show the expected 2D
limit of their binding energies: 4Ryd� and 0:77Ryd�,
respectively [12]. For typical CNT diameters, i.e.
0:120:4 a�B if � is between 3 and 4.5, we found up to almost
three times larger binding energies than estimated in Ref.
[5]. The arrow in the figure is marking the diameter of the
ð6; 4Þ tube, which is the example tube of [5]. One recognizes
a larger binding energy given by the exact wave function,
obtained through QMC-techniques. Such high binding
energies are surprising, although one knows that varia-
tional approaches always tend to come short in comparison
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with the real wave function. We also point out that the
binding energy increases with smaller diameters due
to enhanced interaction between electrons and holes:
transition from a quasi-2D to a quasi-1D system. Unlike
the case of inorganic low-dimensional systems, one cannot
read off the exciton or biexciton binding energy E

XðXXÞ
b of

CNTs directly from Fig. 1, since Ryd� is itself dependent
on the diameter as well as on chirality through the electron
and hole effective masses [13]. A conversion into absolute
units with the help of effective masses, obtained via tight-
binding calculations [3], and a dielectric constant � ¼ 4:5
leaves the binding energy for large NT diameters, e.g. a
ð3; 7Þ tube, at around 0.04 eV, which is clearly above the
room temperature threshold of 0.026 eV.

5. Conclusion

A QMC calculation gave the exact energy of a spin-
singlet biexciton ground state in a CNT. With respect to
recent estimates we found very strongly bound biexcitons
which remain stable for all diameters.
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